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Biodiversity Working Group 
Horton Park Farmhouse, Horton Country Park, Epsom 

 

Friday 30th September 2016 10:00-13:00 

Minutes 

 1. 

 

Present: 

Mike Waite (Chair/Surrey Wildlife Trust); Simon Elson (Surrey CC); Georgina Terry (Natural England); 

Stewart Cocker (Epsom & Ewell BC); John Edwards (Surrey CC); Rod Shaw (Mole Valley DC); Cheryl 

Brunton (Runnymede BC); Ann Sankey (Surrey Botanical Society); Peter Winfield (Runnymede BC); Gail 

Jeffcoate (Butterfly Conservation); Alistair Kirk (Surrey Biodiversity Information Centre); Helen Cocker 

(Surrey Countryside Partnership); Sarah Jane Chimbwandira (Surrey Nature Partnership/SWT); Jo Heisse 

(Environment Agency) 

 
Apologies: 

Dave Page (Elmbridge BC); Jim Jones (Surrey Wildlife Trust); Francesca Taylor (Environment Agency); 

Hendryk Jurk (Guildford BC) 

2a. The minutes of the meeting 29th June 2016 were agreed, subject to minor 

correction at pp. 3, 4, 5; and at 6. See here (on SyNP website). [On last, Natural England 

is undoubtedly less able to maintain former level of presence countywide. Has a current 

‘Conservation Strategy’. Possibility of GT or colleague presenting on this; SSSI 

responsibilities; capacity on strategic planning issues, at a future meeting?] 

Action 

2b. Matters Arising: 

BOA Policy Statements & guidance in planning. Guildford BC planning team has 

now requested a ‘Biodiversity & Planning’ training workshop (to cover national guidance & 

status underpinning SNCI). Elmbridge BC received workshop in September; Mole Valley 

DC will be in October, Runnymede BC date tbc. 

Former Surrey BAP Habitat Action Plans. In presence of SJC, action confirmed for 

HAPs to be essentially archived/available on request from SNP website. Also for MW to 

draft website content around the current status of BAP process in Surrey asap. Due 

reference/acknowledgement will made to achievements of BAP within the forthcoming 

Surrey State of Nature Report. GJ has forwarded reviewed Chalk Grassland HAP to 

MW - somewhat older than had previoulsy thought. SE thought that a paper/document 

covering deeper contextual content might usefully supplement MW’s website paragraph 

for wider circulation, esp. within SCC.  

BOA Objectives. The bid to the Countryside Stewardship Facilitation Fund for a 

landowner advice officer active in the North Downs was successful. 5 year funding is now 

committed; area is scarp/crest of Downs between Guildford and Dorking. Purpose to 

advise towards increasing uptake of CS, but not complete actual applications. 

Re-wilding in Surrey? Jay Doyle (FC) has reported further developments exploring the 

potential for an eventual European beaver reintroduction in Surrey. 

Tree parasites and diseases. JE’s drafted model planning condition to regulate 

landscaping specifications to trees of native provenance/quarantine trees from abroad. RS 

and other planners felt that inability to enforce may constrain its validity & use. JE pointed 

out the arboricultural sector’s own increasing concerns around biosecurity and the 

Arboricultural Assoc.’s recent Position Statement (& attached). Agreed that JE should 

promote use of the model condition anyway, at least as an informative in planning, as a 
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https://surreynaturepartnership.files.wordpress.com/2014/11/biodiversity-working-group-minutes-29th-june-2016.pdf
http://www.trees.org.uk/News-Blog/News/Biosecurity-in-Arboriculture-and-Urban-Forestry-Po
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future item on the Planning Working Group agenda. Further discussion around promoting 

a more competitive native tree supply industry. Perhaps useful to get FC’s take on the 

issue (Matthew Woodcock?). HJ (absent) has asked how group members are receiving 

and dealing with Oak Processionary Moth outbreaks in their areas. Suggested that SC to 

contact HJ on this. 

EU Referendum Decision. The Wildlife Trusts (TWT) is currently part of a wide 

eNGO coalition (Green Alliance) engaged in a campaign to enlist a cell of MPs to 

champion essential continuity of EU environmental legislation throughout Brexit 

negotiations. Campaign is broadly an attempt to ensure Brexit has a positive outcome for 

the natural environment, emphasising commitment to international conventions beyond 

EU membership; addressing CAP reform issues, landowner reward for supply of 

ecosystem services, etc.; see here. SE lamented dismay of his European RESTORE 

contacts over potential loss of UK as leader on biodiversity conservation within the EU. 

JE mentioned Brexit highjack of the Law Commission wildlife legislation reform 

programme, which could now be logically broadened to include sites & habitats legislation 

also. JE alerted to useful references from Freeths (the UK’s leading specialist 

environmental solicitor); and the HoC Briefing Paper ‘Brexit: impact across policy areas’ 

(August 2016) - attached. 

Biodiversity WG minutes/recommendations a permanent item on the SyNP Board 

agenda? SJC reported they are, and also gave a short overview of the current activity 

areas of the partnership Board. 

 

 

 
SC/HJ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3. Sites of Nature Conservation Importance – update on review work 

programme  

JE reported delivery of the SNCIs - Improving the Process of Identification, Selection and 

Protection paper at the Planning Working Group, which was well-received. Key messages 

inc.; attempting to make SNCI selection a more transparent process and have information 

more widely available and quicker; how to address ‘limbo’ status of selected SNCI 

between local plan formal designation cycles. Suggestion for LP policy flexibility to 

recognise that these may occur and to refer to an updatable site list. Could have both a 

pre-designation and post-designation communication process similar to Conservation 

Areas designation. Guildford BC is consulting JE on this and being quite proactive (a 

possible precedential case-study?). JE to circulate link to LP Inspectors report alluding 

that all Local Wildlife Sites meeting criteria (ie. ‘selected’) are ‘materially considerable’ 

regardless of whether they have been formally adopted in LPs. JE will go back to PWG to 

report progress. More use should be made of SyNP website to publish eg. 

decisions/minutes of Local Wildlife Sites Partnership selection meetings. MW reported 

feedback on SNCI by Harry Clarke (Surrey Butterfly recorder)- “..existence of SNCIs 

requires more overt publicity, availability of GIS information and reasons for selection etc. could 

be improved.” AK - LAs generally have GIS available, and Borough SNCI lists are included 

in Appendix 2 of ‘Biodiversity & Planning in Surrey’ on SyNP website. However, much of 

this is assumed; we need to ensure information is provided to them. Ensuing discussion 

exposed further concerns over communication and dissemination; where to go to find 

out where SNCI are in the process? Whole process requires greater rigour and 

accountability. AK/JE/MW/SJC to meet and agree how this can be achieved, 

acknowledging that resource is the limiting factor, as ever. Claire Gibbs (SWT LWS 

Officer) has provided an update on SNCI Re-survey programme by borough (table 

circulated); there is wide variation across x11 borough & districts. MW will think how 

‘Our Work’ page on website might best carry SNCI information – providing some 

rationale for LAs to justify maintaining regular re-survey programme. Further issue of 

recent withdrawal of Natural England ‘SLA’ with LRCs - NE can no longer access this.  
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http://www.wildlifetrusts.org/Greener-UK
http://www.green-alliance.org.uk/pledge_for_the_environment.php
http://www.lawcom.gov.uk/project/wildlife-law/
http://www.freeths.co.uk/publications/brexit-potential-impacts-on-our-natural-environmental-legal-framework
https://surreynaturepartnership.files.wordpress.com/2014/11/sites-of-nature-conservation-importance-in-surrey_final-mar16_paper-a.pdf
https://surreynaturepartnership.files.wordpress.com/2014/11/sites-of-nature-conservation-importance-in-surrey_final-mar16_paper-a.pdf
https://surreynaturepartnership.files.wordpress.com/2016/02/biodiversityplanninginsurrey_appendix-ii-revised_jan-2016_v-4.xls
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4. National ‘State of Nature’ 2016 report; discussion and implications for 

Surrey’s SoN 

MW provided a brief overview of the State of Nature 2016 report published last month. 

This has followed a similar format to the 2013 report, although the species data-sets 

underlying the 2016 conclusions are ‘far more extensive’ and the two are not directly 

comparable. Best viewed as a more refined analysis. Essentially provides percentages 

declining/stable/increasing, as well as extinct/threatened/least concern, across various 

taxonomic groupings; their preferred broad habitats; and for the ‘prioritised’ S.41 Species 

of principal importance. Main report is for the UK, and country ‘cuts’ of these conclusions 

are also available. There are also useful applications of the conclusions, relating to case-

studies of successful conservation actions and monitoring programmes. There is a new 

measure introduced - that of “biodiversity intactness”, providing an indication of how far 

from their original pristine state the country’s ecosystems have deteriorated (the UK 

fares particularly badly on a global league table). We do need to be careful with these 

messages; well-known that induction of ‘negativity-fatigue’ is not helpful to our cause. SE 

- one positive aspect of the 2016 report is the important role of post-mineral restoration 

sites; lessons to be learned from minerals sector by other sectors (esp. locally). The 

predominant 50-50% declining/increasing across most groups belies the fact that 

increasing species are those largely responsible for ‘homogenising’ our biodiversity.  Also 

interesting to remember how few groups contribute to structured surveillance 

monitoring data-sets (eg. birds, bats, butterflies, moths…). The report will undoubtedly 

assist in our Surrey SoN Report. AS mentioned the lack of up-to-date information on 

some Priority habitat types, eg. Lowland meadows (neutral unimproved grassland), a 

county inventory for which wiould be highly desirable. SJC - what would this require? 

Initial desktop exercise followed up by a sampled ground-truthing exercise (cf. the 

RAWI). JE/SJC/AS/AK - to scope this project and look at resources required. Surrey 

SoN - MW currently compiling species audits. In October will begin analysis (headline 

statistics required for SWT AGM presentation). JE - has recently seen information 

suggesting a of review the Priority/S.41 species list is in process (likely in view of 

considerable advances in IUCN threat criteria reviews for various groups).  
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5. Partner Updates 

Simon Elson (SCC) 
 Discovered on a minerals restoration site at Dungate Est., Buckland – potentially 

the largest/oldest Field maple Acer campestre in the county (currently being 

verified). Likely further veteran trees (and thus saproxylic invertebrate/ 

fungi/lichen) interest there. 

Helen Cocker (Surrey Countryside Partnership) 
 Lower Mole Project currently tackling Non-native Invasive Species. 

 Downlands Partnership has been undertaking Ragwort pulling; has a Grazing 

Assistant vacancy; Alan Brown is the new Senior Project Officer. 

 Surrey Heathlands Project is currently planning its winter work. 

Gail Jeffcoate (Butterfly Conservation) 

 BC working on its regional action plan, to involve priority areas and sites. Several 

Priority species surveys being conducted; winter work being planned now. 

Particular Concern about Grizzled skippers. 

 Concern that this year’s rampant vegetation growth may hit early-successional 

/low sward-height species, eg. Silver-spotted skipper and Adonis blue.  

 Harry Clarke has now analysed butterfly data for Surrey SoN. To send to MW.   
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 Building continuity Small blue project; main focus is linking existing Guildford sites 

with Box Hill, with some other areas included if funding provided. Will help SE 

co-ordinator (Steve Wheatley) implement the regional action plan. MW has made 

him aware of the North Downs CS facilitation project. 

Peter Winfield (Runnymede BC) 
 (none). 

Ann Sankey (Surrey Botanical Society) 

 Ash dieback is spreading, inc. at Langley Bottom - strong case against Woodland 

Trust’s current planting plans. Aim remains to plant at least 50% woodland. FC’s 

EIA consultation  received x16 submissions; x14 against. Still plan to start planting 

this Autumn. FC’s decision awaits. 

 Hurst Park, Elmbridge - Sea Scouts proposals for terraced grasslands - SBS will 

oppose. Extension to SNCI must be considered.  

 Continuing to record etc. Records of any trees appearing to resist Chalara would 

be very valuable (for potential cloning and future replacement material). 
 
Georgina Terry (Natural England) 

 Just completed Countryside Stewardship visits for applications going live in 2017; 

including SWT Norbury Park, NT Langham Pond. Developing pipeline for 

following year but as yet unsure what funding will be available.  

 Undertaking multiple SSSI condition assessments. Had some specialist 

invertebrate input at Charterhouse-Eashing, where rare Tipulid (cranefly) interest. 

  Joint project with EA at Staines Moor SSSI – where looking at options for River 

Colne to run more naturally. 

 NE has also commented on Langley Vale EIA. Suggestion to talk to Jenny Schofield 

WT’s new area manager. 

Cheryl Brunton (Runnymede BC)  
 RBC’s Local Plan Issues, Options & Preferred Approaches Consultation resulted 

in some 750 responses – relatively low cf. other LAs. Short-list of potential 

development sites for removal from Green Belt - with associated GI/biodiversity 

benefits (habitat banking?). SANG requirement has potentially identified Chertsey 

Meads LNR/SNCI. Resulting discussion over compatability of SNCI as SANG?; 

clearly there are precedents (eg. Riverside LNR, Guildford), but also obvious 

sensitivities around ensuring that existing biodiversity interests are not 

compromised.  

 SyNP need to discuss this issue with Natural England (probably Charlotte 

Frizzell/Mark Turner), within a review of the impact of Thames Basin Heaths 

Avoidance Strategy. 

Rod Shaw (Mole Valley DC) 
 World Rivers Day has just passed; River Mole celebratory event in Leatherhead, 

fairly small but brought local conservation/civic groups together. Fairly good 

attendance, esp. children. SWT involved. Next year aspire for larger event. Rivers 

Week 2x Love-your-River events, at Rye Brook and Pippbrook, both good 

meetings but turnout not great, so need for better publicity. 

 Local Plan - strategic constraints analysis still ongoing. 
 

Alistair Kirk (Surrey Biodiversity Information Centre) 

 2017 Biodiversity Recorders Meeting – 18 February 2017. 
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Jo Heisse (Environment Agency) 

 Middle Mole flood-risk strategy ongoing (Fetcham, Leatherhead Dorking Redhill) 

involving x3 projects undertaken by EA. 

 EA has issued a position statement on natural flood management and increasingly 

using this approach; see here.  
 

Stewart Cocker (Epsom & Ewell BC) 

 E&E BC has now received Single Farm Payments from the RPA. 

 Downy emerald dragonfly noted on Epsom Common after a long time gap. 

 Hogsmill Catchment Partnership met on 24/06. Hosting South East Rivers Trust 

(SERT) likely to have money to spend on suitable project arising from a local 

pollution regulatory breach by Thames Water plc.  
 Horton Country Park Managment Plan being reviewed - 100 year approach(!) - 

should be signed off in Nov. 

 More signs of Ash dieback (Chalara). 

 MW/Ken Ankhorn to fix date for Biodiversity & Planning roadshow to hit E&E in 

the New Year. 

 SERT have been organising a river safari in Hogsmill catchment; possibility for 

linkage with SWT’s Riversearch project. 
 

Sarah Jane Chimbwandira (SyNP) 

 Update on recent SyNP activity. Local Enterprise Partnerships – Enterprise M3 

has asked us to contribute to a review of its Strategic Economic Plan & we have 

recently presented to their Land & Property sub-group on achieving sustainable 

development. We are due to meet with Coast-to-Capital (the other Surrey LEP) 

shortly. 

 Defra visit to Surrey/SyNP - hosted by SE, meeting with Maggie Charnley. 

 NCIP - 4 assets, 2 mechanisms - driving urban regeneration through GI, habitat 

banking, one service/revenue flow - NatureTrade 

 Letter from Paul Wickham (SyNP Chair) to Therese Coffey (Under Secretary of 

State at Defra) to offer a site visit to Surrey. 

 Vision for Nature campaign (A Focus on Nature) - engaging with youth/young 

naturalists. 

 Health & Well-being - GIS signposting project (encouraging access to greenspace); 

proposed joint green space/H&W practitioners conference which will link with 

sustainable transformation plans - focus on prevention over cure; link to 

Workplace Wellbeing Charter. 

 Golf Pilot – engaging with the golf industry in Surrey as pilot to national 

sustainability campaign. 

 Work with various academic partners, esp. Univ of Surrey on developing new 

environmental impact bonds. 

 

7. AOB 

MW – national Biodiversity Action Reporting System (BARS) will be discontinued from 

30 November this year – contact Joanne Keegan on 

joanne.keegan@naturalengland.org.uk for more information on this.  
PTES has pub. ‘State of Britain’s Dormice 2016’ recently. 

GT – Conservation work-day on Thursley NNR on 15th December 2016. Everyone 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/flood-risk-and-land-management-position-statement
http://www.afocusonnature.org/campaign/
mailto:joanne.keegan@naturalengland.org.uk
https://ptes.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/09/State-of-Britains-Dormice-2016.pdf
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welcome. 

 
Date of next meeting; 

Tuesday 10th January 2017, 10.00-13.00. Venue Pucks Oak Barn, Compton, GU3 1EG. 

Papers nearer the date; please let MW know if you will be attending. 
 

 

 

 

 

http://www.surreywildlifetrust.org/reserves/pucks-oak-barn-mcalmont-reserves

